bossanova
building our Fusion 40 catamaran

about this book
This book is about building our
Fusion 40 catamaran
bossa nova.
Two ex-teachers and business owners who
seem to take on project after project.
Most of our friends think we are crazy!
We built our dream boat on our 10 acre property
in Somers. An adventurous project that lasted
just under 3 years.
Follow our journey from when our Fusion kit
arrives in 2011 right through to much anticipated
boat launch in November 2013.
Neville and Amanda

if you can’t beat him, join him

When a good friend remembers meeting Neville 20 or so years ago, she remembers Neville telling her that he was
going to build a catamaran one day. Many years later another close friend added, “You’ve got to let him build it!”
Hmmm!!
I had quite a lot of time to get used to Neville’s grand plan so prior to agreeing I thought long and hard about how it
could work, how it would impact on our family life, our work and our sanity, particularly mine. I pointed out to Neville
several times during the idea stage, that this was his dream, not mine and not our children’s. After endless
discussions and many boat show visits, with our children now older, I finally agreed.
I then went in to overdrive planning …
When I finally agreed, I had accepted the project totally as I knew this was going to be a two to three year project
(turned out to be three), so I had to be totally onboard with it. I also literally did jump onboard. I became involved
hands-on.
If you can’t beat him, join him!
In many ways this book is about revisiting the last 5 years of our very busy life - building our boat, selling a business
and also our 10 acre property (where we built our boat), building a new house and then finally living the dream …
sailing bossa nova up the east coast of Australia for 6 months in 2015. The first of many trips north we hope.

Amanda
2016
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first Thai container arrives
December 3 2010

Neville

Wow! The moment when the first rack of moulded parts starts to emerge from the container has finally arrived and it’s actually quite ‘moving’.
A bit difficult enjoying the moment when you’re busy towing the racks on to a flimsy rack of pallets and chipboard when it decides to jam on a
bolt that someone in Thailand has put in backwards. In any event it was finally persuaded to emerge from it’s womb and the empty container
was able to bid a hasty retreat before it could rain on our parade!
After unbelievable paperwork stuff-ups and a superhuman effort on Amanda’s behalf to untangle said stuff-ups the moment has finally arrived
when half the boat is here for all to see. So now we have just a few small jobs to organise before the actual build can commence: jobs such as
laying concrete foundations for the build jig, constructing that jig and manoeuvring the first pieces out of the transport rack in to place.

prep nearly over … second container arriving any day
January 15 2011

Neville

When I signed on to this thing I thought I would be building a boat not a shed! However it does seem to be part of the deal, and with me too
scungie to rent a cherry-picker it means lots of high ladder and gantry work. Still we are only a day or so from starting to glue those shiny
pieces together. Jig completed. All we need now is for customs to release the second container, currently residing in Melbourne … as soon
as they work out it is actually only full of boat bits and not anything far more valuable! In any event assembly starts Monday. We would also
like a BLA parts order to arrive but as it is packed in Brisbane I suppose some delay is rather understandable (with the floods), but we do have
enough bits to keep us busy for quite some time.
Stay tuned ……….
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Our first container arrives. A long wait after many delays.
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The prep was huge. A shed with two containers holding up a roof and some concrete pads were built.
Along with a ‘jig’ for the boat to sit in. The levels were very important hence the concrete pads.
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Our gantry was invaluable throughout our building process. It was pieced together using our one and only big tree along with a block and tackle,
ropes, ladders and touch of stupidity all in the mix! The gantry was used to move the fibreglass pieces in to place and then later, the motors. It was
also handy as a roof covering our cockpit when the shed roof blew off (about 3 weeks in to the project!).
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Gantry at work.
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Forebeam is on. Notice the ‘roof’ is gone? The wind blew it off a few weeks in to the build. Bugga! The time it took to put that on too.
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day 7
January 23 2011

Neville

Wow! What progress! Only seven days into actual construction and the images make it obvious that the progress has been extraordinary.
Tom from Fusion Mackay has supervised the build and with Trevor and myself as his eager helpers we have flown through the build to date.
The weather has been absolutely ideal for glass work and all the preparation is paying off big time. The diesel and water tanks are fitted under
floor and one rudder is already in place. The cockpit is substantially in place and all the forward locker partitions have been glassed in.
Tomorrow we should complete the rudder installation and fit the rear transom steps which leads us directly into furniture installation.
Of course 6.30 am starts and 11 to 12 hour days have contributed to the progress.
Needless to say I sleep (and snore) particularly well at the moment ! That may be enough for now as I think my pillow is calling me!

day 21
February 9 2011

Neville

Just 21 days … stunning progress so far… the kit is basically complete but it was always our intention to fit a large number of moulded
furniture components (from Fusion Mackay) and the installation of these has started. Fusion Mackay sell these components and we’ve had
two of their workers on-site for a few weeks now. Ordering their furniture has saved us so much time.
As the fresh white gelcoat furniture starts to fill the dull fibreglass void which is the inside of bossa nova we can start to visualise the finished
product. Bedrooms and bathrooms are taking shape and we have even started fitting some “shiny” bits. What a thrill to see an exhaust vent
or a steering hub break the surface with the filler fittings for the tanks next. I would love to fit the fore-beam (only trial fitted so far), hatches
and windows but over-spray from ‘fairing’ is a problem so it is best for these bits to wait so obviously the fairing has to come up the list! We
will also fit bilge pumps shortly and connect them to a temporary battery to avoid problems from any dramatic rain events (ha … we live in
Victoria … not a problem?!). There are also some boring laminating jobs to complete joins to the deck and strengthen the whole boat. Mind
you, it already seems to fit into the “strong as a brick dunny” category but a bit more strength can’t hurt!
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It now looks like a real boat. Little did we know that November 5 in 2013 was a long long long way away!
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Winter … inside jobs while it hails outside. We needed many lengths of timber as there was always something that needed bracing. Here it was the
cockpit roof insert. Designing the internal ‘bits’ required lots of time … and then the grinding and sanding to ‘join’ them.

a pause …
March 7 2011

Amanda

It’s been 6 weeks since we started building. So much done … so much more to do. Long days, many hours, kilos of resin, kilos of glue,
metres of fibreglass, hundreds of plastic buckets and white rags and endless hours of grinding (teeth too). Not to mention the endless number
of coffees, lunches and cold drinks served. We have been lucky with the weather, warm enough for the glue and resin to go off (sounds like I
know what I’m talking about), but cool enough to work. So far, so good!
We take a pause at this point. Neville returns to his ‘real’ work to help pay the bills. Time to think about galley and saloon lay-out. I can help
on this one.
Thank you to everyone who has helped us get to this point … Trevor, Mike, Tony, John, David and Frank. And our two employees, Tom and
Dodge from Fusion Mackay along with Ian (the boss) from afar.
PS. If you are wondering why I (Amanda) don’t appear in any of the pics … well, yes I have been up there doing my bit every now and then,
particularly on clean-up days (Sundays). With protective mask and goggles on, sweating in the confined spaces, covered in fibreglass dust, it
was never going to be a pretty sight but I did suggest to Neville to record my (limited) involvement with a photo for the BN website. However,
all his photos tend to be blurry! Not sure what this means.

winter update
June 27 2011

Neville

I’ve learn’t so much during this build, especially working with fibreglass. Making the furniture pieces has been very rewarding. Finding ways
to make white shapes and then piecing the made pieces together to make the corners, walls, steps and cupboards has been tedious but very
rewarding. Just had a ‘week away’ escaping the cold and many of my friends asked, “Is Neville climbing the walls yet (not being near his
boat)??” I was back in to it quickly I must say. I suppose making lists on the plane returning home said it all! I’m not bored yet!!
I’ve been working on the steering, engine bays and the starboard hull with my fibreglass shapes and shelving inside cupboards and under the
starboard cabin bed. The plan at the moment is to work through the fibreglass work inside while designing & researching window and
companionway door designs.
It’s winter here so cold and wet. Outside work on sunny days, otherwise later in the year.
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always something to do
August 14 2011

Amanda and Neville

Recent fine weather has been ideal for further engine bay work. A floor surround around the engine beds now provides a flat floor and directs
any water to the sump under the engine sump where a bilge pump will soon be fitted. We have opted for cable steering and have fitted both
rudder quadrants and tangential boxes. The pulleys have also being located so the conduits and cable are not far away. It would be great to
have all this done before the motors are fitted. There also remains the rather tricky job where the cables are adjusted to ensure the two
rudders are aligned with each other (a bit like a wheel alignment).
Tomorrow being Sunday, it’s clean-up day … we will vacuum, clean and tidy, which always sets us up for the week ahead.
I have glassed supports for and fitted the steering pulleys and installed all the conduits. All I have to do is thread the stainless cable through
and we should be able to steer the boat! The fridge cabinet has been glassed in and we are back to making furniture pieces to complete the
lounge/dining seat. Melbourne’s’ cold weather is proving a challenge, so we have been using a heater in a container to provide a warm
environment. (The ideal temperature for glass work is 20 degrees). We have also fitted three of the four port holes to the starboard hull – these
are the most difficult hatches to fit as they are such an unusual shape and require a fair bit of jigsaw work whereas the square hatches only
need a hole saw for the corners and some straight diamond wheel cutting – we have fitted the small OO hatch to the rear sleeping cabin and
it went in quite quickly (I love fitting the “shiny” bits).
Meanwhile the ordering has to keep ahead of the work. The motors (29hp Yanmars) are due later this month and the stove has just arrived. I
am also about to order some more Lewmar gear including an electric sheet winch which will be easier to fit before the shower area is done.
This whole job needs to be “project managed”, keeping decisions and supplies ahead of the work – Amanda is very good at that side of the
equation. Hence our visit to the Sydney Boat Show recently. Boat Shows are ideal for checking out lots of things in one spot. We had a list
of everything we wanted to look at, right down to door hinges and shelf heights, through to stoves and toilets … didn’t appreciate the deposit
in one toilet we looked at when we lifted the lid … fortunately it was plastic! Strange sense of humour but I suppose boat shows are a ‘boy’
thing!. We got on all sorts of boats to check out our list items. At the end of the day, all boats regardless whether power and sail, are all the
same. You do get a few bargains at boat shows too (so Neville tells me). Some items we need soon, others later, so they are only bargains if
the timing is right. We got a good deal on our stove (need it to design the galley which we are up to) and an instrument (which we didn’t need
now but too good to refuse Neville tells me!).
I have also spent a fair bit of time on the drains around the engine bay hatches. This is very important as the system needs to be virtually
“block proof”. This sounds like a lot of work but it is much better than ‘drowning’ an alternator if your system doesn’t work well! You can see
that we are trying to complete most of the engine bay work in preparation for the engine and gearbox installation.
Fitting ‘shiny bits’ is fun but the engine installation will be a really special moment!
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It was always on our mind that we needed breathing, eye and ear protection. Unfortunately Neville paid a price with his hearing during our build.
And the cause was’t the drill! Grinding and sanding followed by more grinding and sanding followed by more grinding and sanding …
Amanda got involved about this time (6 months in). She started out helping with the cleanups but soon got involved with sanding.
16
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halfway we hope so
September 23 2011

Amanda

A few jobs conquered. Know we’ve been a bit slack on our blog … thank you for reminding us blog readers! Not intentionally slow with the
updates, just not as much to report as the early building stages. But, I do know how interested and excited people get who follow these boat
building projects … Neville used to read Cruising North’s blog daily. We will try harder to be more regular with our posts.
Steering in. Saloon designed, started and well on way. Hot-water service in. Engines about to arrive. Cockpit external sliding windows and
door designed, ordered and not far off arriving. Neville and his supplier have worked hard on this design. Custom made for our Fusion.
I’m in charge of flow-coating. I like painting so happy I can do something apart from cleaning. Smelly sticky stuff. A bit tricky doing the two
engine bays. Getting in ok, but out no so easy! Flow-coated all around me, manoeuvring in a VERY tight space, up, down, under and around
… hmmm … how do I get out??!! Found a way (think Neville was on the ground somewhere so no help there), but I think every part of my
clothing had some sticky bit on it, including the hair!! Yuk!!

our saloon
September 23 2011

Amanda

Really looking forward to the saloon coming together. We have put a lot of thought in to this area. Our initial thoughts were to have a galley
down (like our Seawind 1000) – more entertaining room up and utilise the hull space down. After much discussion, measuring and researching
designs on other cats, we decided there just wasn’t enough room in the Fusion hull to lay out the galley as we wanted. We also decided we
liked the idea having the ‘galley up’ so we could be part of the conversation rather than being in the ‘dungeon’ and not be heard.
Once this decision of ‘galley up’ was made, we then couldn’t quite decide on the layout of the saloon area, hence we didn’t purchase these
furniture components from Fusion Mackay. We have looked at many cat and Fusion galley layouts over a few years and have now worked out
what works for us. Much easier to design this in the actual space too. We have the galley in a ‘U shape’, couch/saloon around a table with
the starboard end ‘backless’. The fridge/freezer will be built in to a cabinet on the s’bd side with some drawers, with another freezer at the
end, accessed from the starboard hull. Storage has been important all the way and we feel we have this covered now. We will have to use
the starboard hull cupboards for food, but all the other galley items will be upstairs.
Stoves, sinks, cupboard doors, colours, bench-tops, upholstery … it’s just like building a house. Most of these decisions have been made
now so once the fibreglass work is completed we will be getting the upholsterer and cabinet maker in to measure up. All very exciting!
My ‘Bible’ (scrapbook) … I used one to build our house and it worked really well so I’ve done the same with with our boat. Ideas, drawings,
brochures, plans (and the odd spillage of wine) are kept in one place. There are so many things to be on top of it’s so easy to forget
decisions. We’ve also learn’t that while its beneficial to keep one step ahead, jumping too far ahead means you forget decisions and you end
up repeating conversations and re-designing things.
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A start … Much thought went in to our saloon and galley. We made cardboard cut-outs in the different shapes to get the footprint right.
The beginnings of our galley up!
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from little things big things grow
October 4 2011

Neville

All the big bits of furniture are largely in place now except for the two sections inside each side of the doorway. I am waiting for the doorway
to arrive before glassing those two in so I get them in the correct place in relation to opening the doors, as these doors will be opening in.
Another big ‘decision’ but after much thought and discussion with my door man, we decided on opening in.
However, the devil, as they say, is in the detail and as an example I spent most of today just resolving the join between the nav station
furniture and our couch. Because the furniture was designed for a different shaped couch we have a nasty shaped gap between the two. I
used a piece of reject furniture that I had made to give me a 90 degree piece and cut it to fit the gap. It then had to be joined to the couch
back with epoxy glue and then glassed in place. There was also a square hole through from the wet weather gear locker to the area under the
couch so I will give a little more detail as to how much work this small (about 300mm square ) hole involves. After the piece is cut and then
ground to shape all four edges both sides are sanded to aid adhesion, then wiped with acetone. The piece is tacked in place using a hot glue
gun, then each edge is filled with thickened resin applied from a gunk (cake piping) bag. This will form a radius for the glass instead of a sharp
corner which would encourage air bubbles. Each join starts with a chopped strand layer, then 50mm double bias tape, then 75mm tape and
finished with another layer of chopped strand then rolled with a consolidating tool. These 32 pieces of cloth were pre-cut to length.
By lunchtime you have two small pieces glassed in place and you are left wondering where the morning went!
The other job I had set for today was to reinforce the areas under both the power winch and the rack of rope clutches near it. For any Fusion
builders out there I strongly suggest beefing up these areas with a few extra layers of glass and by far the easiest time to do this is BEFORE
you put the kit together. (That’s what I’ll do on the next Fusion I build … ha, I don’t think so!). I laminated four extra layers under the winch spot
but I have to slide the reinforcing under the clutch area because the shower recess is now in the way so I’m thinking about a sheet of
aluminium.
I finished the day gluing a sheet of ‘shiny’ sheet around the inside of the doorway in the rear double cabin, not an easy task as I did it in one
piece to avoid a couple of extra fairing joins (there’s soooo many of these joins, Amanda keeps saying “what’s a few more”). The less the
better I think as not my expertise … yet. ‘Shiny’ sheet is simply sheets of fibreglass I lay up on a piece of waxed glass (seven coats of wax) in
the following order – gelcoat, layer of chopped strand, layer of double bias cloth and a finishing layer of chopped strand. This provides cheap
smooth sheeting for use throughout the boat. Another new skill I’ve learned.
I hope reading the above detail is not too boring but we have been asked for more detail so remember – be careful what you ask for …. At
least it may provide some insight into the long and often boring list of boat building jobs.
Finally … a thought for the day … no matter how many strips of chopped strand you cut up you will always be at least one or two short and
it’s such a pain using scissors when your hands are covered in a sticky combination of resin and glass strand!
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Time to ponder … check out our new roof.
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it’s Sunday!
October 9 2011

Amanda

Sunday is clean-up day, well, it’s supposed to be. Neville is good at mess, so I suppose I compliment him by being better at the cleaning up.
We can now see the saloon and the ‘couch’ furniture as I’ve ‘cleaned up’ this area this afternoon. I can’t really help ‘hands on’ with many jobs
but today I had the job of ‘flow-coating’ the inside of the compartments within the ‘couch’. This is the fibreglass structure Neville has built to
add our upholstery to. There will be separate sections so we can lift cushions to access the storage compartments underneath. We’ll also run
pipes along the back up high, you’ll see three holes in the supports along the back. The compartments also add strength to the seating.
We have had a few questions about flow-coating in comments on our blog. Basically flow-coat is used to cover up those messy fibreglass
areas inside lockers etc. While they are not on show, when you lift a lid or open a locker, they are seen. We decided way back at the start
that we were going to try and build a boat that was close to a manufactured boat built by a boat builder. So the inside of lockers, behind
doors, inside engine bays and all our interior cupboards, they are all important – wherever it can be seen, it will be flow-coated!
Flow-coat is like gelcoat with wax in it. You paint it on with a brush or roller, or you can also thin it with monomer and spray it. It is very thick
and messy so gloves are best. It is also very smelly. A breathing apparatus is the go. Vacuum the area first, followed by an acetone clean
which removes all the dust and gives the fibreglass a slightly sticky feel. This is known as “exciting’ the surface. (We will be excited when
there is no more flow coat to be done!!) Catalyst is added as the hardening agent so temperature is important. Ideally you need at least 15
degrees for the flow-coat to ‘go off’, with 20 degrees being ideal. We used a pale grey flow-coat in the engine wells where we felt one coat
was enough, however, inside the boat we are using white and two coats will be needed.

we have a motor
October 14 2011

Neville

It all started because the motors were here, due to a price agreement 12 months ago. Then a good friend, Tony, offered to help fit one. How
could we refuse? After all, we can always wrap it in glad-wrap and it does help to organise mountings for filters, strainers, exhausts, hot water
and so on. The hole was already cut in the hull, the edge of that glassed and the sail-drive had been rotated to suit the Fusion orientation so
off we went. We actually carried the leg up onto the boat and dropped it into the hole quite easily, although we did have to re-tap the engine
bed (10mm), to clean the holes out, even though they had been covered with tape. Then as you can see from the photos we just used the
block and tackle to lift it up over the side and with a little rotation in she went. What a buzz! It joined to the leg without to much pushing and
shoving and both are bolted in and together with shiny new stainless bolts although Yanmar only supply plated ones. Go figure!
We did fit the exhaust skin fitting first so we really just have to run and attach cables, wiring and hoses, including the exhaust. With the motor
in place it should be easy to locate everything. We will leave the port side for a while as there is still the autopilot linear drive and a few extra
pipes on that side but it sure feels good to have one in. We even cut out the dashboard holes!
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fairing has started

happy anniversary!

November 28 2011

December 30 2011

Amanda

The last few weeks have been all about getting all the inside
‘shiny-sheet’ bits and pieces completed, particularly around the
doorways. We’ve cut out the internal doorways now and
measured for our aluminium trims. We are using the same
company who have made our external doorway and windows.
The external door & windows are powder coated white, the
internal door frames will be silver aluminium with a white
laminated multi-panel door.
We’ve also started the fairing. Our main bathroom is completely
faired and sprayed white … what a diﬀerence. As for the rest of
the fairing, we are hoping to start that mid January with the
outside completed in four weeks or so. This is really a skill so
outside help will be organised for this. Then we’ll work on the
inside … at this stage, it looks like a never-ending job!
Toilets! We want the same brand of toilet in both bathrooms.
Sounds easy. But fitting them in limited space and odd shaped
space has been tricky. One of our successful missions at the
Sydney Boat Show was deciding on toilets. We were armed
with our two templates & measurements and this was a huge
help. We are using Raritan toilets (Neville can talk more on this
subject later).
We aren’t far oﬀ getting our cabinet-maker & upholstery men in
for measuring too!
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Amanda

This is the first time we can remember being home this time of
year … in 28 years!! (And it’s our 28th wedding anniversary
today.) We have always been on a boat somewhere, usually the
Gippsland Lakes. Even our children (now adults) are feeling it.
Great weather, sun shining, mid to high 20’s, even hotter over
New Year, and we aren’t on the water. I think I’ll be climbing the
walls soon, while Neville continues to build our boat in the back
paddock. However, it has been a chance to catch up with family
and friends and relax at home doing …. I’m not sure what!
We just received the latest Magnum Newsletter which is always
a good read (didn’t help … just another reminder of what we
aren’t doing and where we aren’t). Having owned three
Magnums (at diﬀerent times) – Champagne Charlie 1, 2 & 3 – we
made great friends through the Magnum Association and it is
always quite nostalgic to read about the travels of current
Magnum owners. Neville fitted out our first South Coast
Magnum and was then involved in manufacturing later Magnums
as Magnum Yachts. Building boats started way back then with
Champagne Charlie, hull number 58.
Looking forward to being back on the water in 2012! (Little did
we know!)

A “before” and “after” in our main bathroom. Shelving built with greenboard, corners and joins filled with bog and sanded.
Followed by the fairing - sprayed then sanded again to get the shine.
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windows and doors
December 30 2011

Neville

Noticed our last post was dated 28/11/11, just on one month
ago. It has been a slow month for boat building as real work has
got in the way in December. Our work is always busy in
December so totally expected AND we do have to pay for this
boat!
Still lots of conversations, planning and internet research
happening. A few ordered parts from overseas have arrived.
We are always a bit nervous ordering this way but so far so
good. We’ve had trouble receiving goods from within our own
country under two weeks yet we have received our first toilet
from the U.S. in 10 days! We do feel more comfortable if we can
use PayPal and enquiring via email a few times with questions
also helps settles the nerves.
Our door and window units have arrived! Lovely shiny white
powder-coat from a very helpful professional Australian supplier.
Wooden blocks have been glued in at each hinge-point and the
opening is already trimmed to size so as soon as fairing is out of
the way they can go in. The same company made beautiful
sliding window frames which have tinted glass already fitted.
They are just a fraction heavy to lift so some sort of mechanical
assistance is required. It seems the easiest way to do this is
through the use of electric actuators which should make them
work as well as electric car windows. They are on the way from
the U.S. so we will report on their success (or otherwise) shortly.
We are also getting the same company to build our internal
doorway frames in aluminium.
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our first loo …
January 5 2012

Amanda

After MUCH research we decided on Raritan toilets. Our first
one has arrived and fits perfectly in the two spaces we have. We
visited the Sydney Boat Show with a paper template of the two
spaces we had hoping to make a final decision.
Number one, it had to fit both spaces (we did not want two
diﬀerent types for obvious reasons), and most of the modern
ones we like have too big a footprint. It’s hard to believe how
much plumbing is involved…each toilet having a holding tank
with one input, two outputs, two vents, a gauge sender and an
inspection port. We are using dual flush (raw and fresh water)
toilets so the toilets need lots of plumbing and wiring, including a
‘smart’ switch’ (we wouldn’t want to use a dumb one, would
we!!)
Anyway, once the first one arrived we were able to set up both
areas with almost all the relevant plumbing roughed in.
Now if only we could get that damn fairing knocked over we
could finish them oﬀ!

Our windows have arrived. They are going to be electric! Lots of research and planning went in to the loos … they needed to fit!!
Double checked for size, then put away for fitting down the track. Our containers are full of shiny bits that are just waiting.
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outside fairing has begun
February 8 2012

Neville

Dry weather, mild temperatures, it’s fairing time. We’ve finally found someone to fair our boat. Mick is working on the outside while the
weather is fine. Lots (and lots) of bogging and then sanding, with spraying starting today.
We’ve also started adding the two underfloor ribs. One on today, prep done for the other. Not great doing the overhead grinding! A very tired
back.

fairing continues …
February 14 2012

Amanda

Still working on the fairing of the outside of our boat, inside will come next. While Mick, our fairer, continues to bog, sand & polish, Neville has
been working on the conversion of the cockpit locker to an icebox. Mick will add the finishing fibreglass, then Neville will add some
insulation. This is a ‘work in progress’.
Our ‘plan’ at the moment is to ‘finish’ the port hull. With so many jobs surrounding us, narrowing it down to one area seems to help in terms of
‘what to do next’. Neville loves the plumbing. Pumps & pipes are all being added along the way and the main bathroom is moving along with
work being done on our open shelves. We’ve designed a cover piece for these and the bench top is about to be made. With our basins
already purchased, we seem to be struggling with finding the right taps, especially a tap/shower for the second bathroom which has to clear
the semi-recessed basin. What would we do without the internet?!
We are eagerly awaiting our internal aluminium doorway frames and our main windows which will be put in once the window cut-outs are
faired … more fairing!
Lots to do, but things are moving … and we are not sick of it yet!!
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The joins of the kit pieces needed to “faired”. The pieces are secured with timber tabs and then glued. The joins are bogged, sanded, sprayed and
then sanded again and again to get the fibreglass shine.
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are we nearly there yet??
February 24 2012

Amanda

Just noticed I saved this page way back in October last year and
never posted it (see below). “Easter completion date” … I don’t think
so! We are hoping for September/October now. No way we’ll be
ready before winter and it will be too wet during winter to move our
boat out of the paddock anyway.
I mention “being nearly there” with the end of fibreglass dust. Well,
we are still “nearly there”. The outside fairing should be finished in
the next month or so including the windows, then we have some
inside fairing for the colder days. We have got our upholstery quotes
in so all sorted, and our cabinet maker is on track, but everyone is
waiting for the fibreglass to be completed … including my vacuum
cleaner!
Here’s that October post …
October 25, 2011
Well, it’s been nearly 9 months hands-on. Are we nearly there yet?
No. Are we where we thought we’d be? We don’t really know, but
we are happy with the progress. And, as the optimist Neville always
is, he’s thinking of a Easter completion date. We will see!
So, given that we may be “half way”, I thought it would be timely to
put my progress story on record.
It has been a big year … not to mention that a boat is being built in
our backyard! I did think way back in the planning stages that I might
be a bit ‘frazzled’ by now. Not so. In fact, the boat building has been
a timely distraction. Our lives are always busy and the boat building
has added more activity, but it’s such an exciting journey and I’m
finding myself caught up in the whirlwind of planning and designing
and enjoying it all.

There’s so many different parts to building a boat which makes my
visit to the ‘paddock’ worthwhile as there’s always something new
either being done or decisions to make. Neville spends every spare
hour on the boat so he’s really enjoying the longer days with daylight
saving now. I also think having got through winter in our paddock it
now feels like the best is yet to come – both weather and
productivity.
Currently we are working on the saloon and galley area. My part in
all of this is the many many hours of discussion and designing that
goes behind the building. We have looked at so many photos (many
time and time again) of Fusions on the Fusion website, as well as all
types of boats on the net. They all have galleys and saloons, so
restricting our research to only cats, was pointless. We followed this
line at the Sydney Boat Show too, getting on mega $ powerboats as
well as the monohull yachts. Taking our long list of “things to look
at”, we took many photos, added them to our several scrapbooks,
then made design decisions. Boat Shows are great for this. You can
look at detail, brands, design, sizes, colours, collect brochures,
compare and of course, buy things at supposedly discounted boat
show prices! With our timing, and planning on an Easter
completion(?), the Sydney boat show was our last boat show
opportunity. Mind you, I think I’ve been dragged (not really) along to
several Sanctuary Cove and Sydney shows over the last five or so
years looking at Lightwaves, Seawinds and Fusions, all leading to
this dream.
I can’t wait for the galley to be built, the saloon upholstered, the
bathrooms with basins and the toilets fitted … and before that, the
END of fibreglass dust!!! We are nearly there and after dust in
Neville’s eye this afternoon, this only convinces me that fibreglass
dust is horrible stuff.
Forgot to mention, my other job is vacuuming and tidying (most
weekends) … with eye glasses, gloves and breathing apparatus …
not a pretty sight!
Must get a photo taken of me!
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Our galley up. We have a double sink, 6mm corian bench tops, Isotherm fridge-freezer, a Force 10 gas oven with cooktop
and ample drawer and cupboard storage.
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Our final galley plan … until we tweeked it yet again. Always a smile when something shiny arrives!
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rubber man
March 9 2012

Amanda

There’s so many confined spaces on a boat. Squeezing in to the
cockpit stern seats to complete the fibreglass and then flowcoat, accessing the tall cupboards with only one arm fitting
through the opening to flow-coat while trying not to paint the
rubber hoses and then watching Neville build the gas bottle shelf
in the forward locker.
We are getting old … these are all ‘back-breakers’ … Neville is
in the spa as I type!! A very worthwhile Christmas present!!

6 days straight
March 12 2012

Amanda

Jobs done … helm pilot hatch, bathroom ceiling, rudder
reference control in port engine locker, gas bottle shelf/locker,
galley furniture, rear beam join in back locker, dinghy davits,
auto-pilot cabling, second engine bilge pump …

sunshine…
March 19 2012

Amanda

port hull update
March 9 2012

Amanda

Our internal door frames have arrived! Anodised aluminium
complete with trim rings which we hope will look really classy!
They should be a lot less work also but there will be a tedious bit
of fibreglass adjustment required. Most of the bulkheads are
now trimmed out but some of the adjoining furniture needs to be
adjusted.
Most of the cupboard shelves have been glassed in, flow-coated
and shiny sheet added so they are looking rather finished. The
port hull now has a bilge pump, fresh water pump and raw water
flushing pump all installed along with a tank macerator and
shower sump pump. When finished, there will be about
15pumps in all!!! The floor has been levelled up, all the cupboard
doors trimmed out and the ‘still to do’ list for this hull is finally
becoming rather short. We are also preparing to run the gas line
(stove and bbq) through the port side. Our first pieces of teak
have been fitted to all the outside midships cupboards.
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It’s a beautiful day here … 25 degrees, not a cloud in the sky, no
breeze, just sunshine. Some days the weather can reflect the
mood. Today, we feel we are making progress and the sun is
shining. Mick, our fabulous ‘fairer’, our fibreglass master, has
added some shine to the bogged and gel-coated white. What a
difference! All our exterior ‘joins’ are now bogged and painted,
all white, all just waiting on the shine.
With the sun out, we have begun the main saloon windows.
Taking out our plastic temporary windows (which leak) on the
starboard side, the edges have been bogged and gelcoated,ready for the real glass windows. This has to be done
before the weather turns. Our ‘paddock’ workshop is
sometimes a pain, but, it has some benefits, like today’s
sunshine meaning releasing all that fibreglass dust into the air is
far better that breathing it. And we’ve started the pilot hatch.
Cut-out done, now working on the interior edges for gel-coat.
Unfortunately the hatch does not come with a trim kit. And a
visit from our daughter Abbey.

windows going in

windows… nearly… finished!

April 2 2012

April 15 2012

Amanda

Amanda

Sunny day, cold weather approaching, time for the main
windows to go in.

“Nearly” is a BIG word in boat building. “Finished” is a BIGGER
word in boat building!

We started last week preparing the fibreglass. with four ready,
we started on the glass today.

Lots of jobs are “nearly” finished, including our windows. They
have been a bugger to fit. Placing them, wanting the same gaps
is all rather tricky. As is applying the black Simsons with
caulking between. All front windows are in so the boat is
waterproof, just the black caulking to finish (“just” is another BIG
word … implies it’s an easy job … ha!).

easter 2012 … 16 months on
April 5 2012

Amanda

Easter has arrived. We have finally fitted the link to the linear
drive motor for the autopilot thanks to my brother John, who
built a new one because the Lewmar part was too fat and
wouldn’t fit. We have fitted the four starboard side windows and
Mick is spraying gelcoat on the port side set so they can be
sanded and glass fitted next week. Then the finishing with the
wet and dry work on the port bow ready for buffing. He is using
an orbital air sander because it is lighter and safer when you
splash water around to clean the hull and wash out the wet and
dry sandpaper.
Easter should see time spent on the pilot hatch preparation for
fairing, waterline sanding ready for sealing and anti-foul, and we
might even throw in the port sail drive leg for good measure.

Have I already said this? Everything takes three times longer
than you think. One reason being, we are the boat owners so
we get it “right”.
And … they look fantastic!! We purchased the inside window
‘mould’ from Fusion Mackay in our furniture kit, which has made
the inside window area look fantastic.
Pilot hatch is also “nearly” finished. Unfortunately no ‘trim kit’
comes with hatch (all other hatches have a trim kit). Need to
speak to Mr Lewmar on this one. A big job and a costly job if we
fair the edges. We are going to add a white plastic edging
around the cut-out to finish it.
We’ve also sanded the lower sections of the hulls ready for antifouling (which will be done just before launching).
We’ve also work out our teak flooring dimensions, so the floors
with hatches are being prepared.
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its all happening today

gas, wine and more fairing

April 18 2012

May 21 2012

Amanda

Action everywhere today. Our cabinet-maker Gilbert is here to
fine tune the measurements, Mick our ‘fairer’ is here and Wayne
our window man is here. Love it!!
Windows are completely in with the black Simsons completed
as well … really shmick!!
Bathroom benches are made, trimmed and completed and our
‘cubby-hole’ features trimmed and checked ready for colour. All
taken away. Too much mess yet for fitting.
And … Neville’s ‘treat’ … end of a long day of fiddly bits, fitting a
‘shiny’ bit … the front cabin hatch.

more doors on
May 5 2012
Some days are just “more of the same”. There are six internal
aluminium door frames, so whilst the first is exciting, you can’t
say the same for the other five! At least the bifold doors are a
little more interesting, and we did fit the trim around the main
companionway door. It seems like there are hundreds of shelf
trims. We did finish the diesel heater installation today, ready for
filling with coolant and testing yet again.
The stove has been in for a while but tomorrow it gets hooked
up.
Next we wire up the instruments at the helm and finish oﬀ some
detail in the main bathroom.
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We are still fairing inside. Keeping in mind our man Mick only
works 2 or 3 days a week, the inside is nearly (there’s that word
again) there. More importantly, Mick is doing a fantastic job. He
gets such a shine and there’s no sign of the joins. This is a
specialist job and he is the man!!
I had no idea how much masking was involved when you spray
gelcoat inside a confined space. We obviously don’t want to get
overspray on the good bits, so the good bits have to be
covered. And tape … wish we’d kept a tally of how many rolls of
tape we’ve bought. We’ve learn’t all about tape too. If you think
I (Amanda) am being a bit too creative with my colours cos’ it’s
only tape, wrong. There’s tape and there’s TAPE. We are now
on to the lime green (it sticks), with the purple coming second.
We’ve had the gas ‘roughed in’, in the galley, the BBQ and the
gas bottle storage foredeck locker. We glassed in a shelf some
time back which fits two gas bottles. Our BBQ will be mounted
on the transom, cooking the steaks from the transom steps.
Our wine rack … much time and energy has gone in to designing
this one. Not an easy task when nothing is square, hoses in the
way (I am told they are important) and only a narrow door to
access the bottles (maybe that’s a good thing?!). After much
deliberation and serious discussion (some might call it arguing,)
quite often over a glass of wine, we decided on perspex to hold
the bottles. Neville is good with perspex as he uses it in our
work. We think we’ve turned a rather ‘useless’ cupboard in to a
rather useful one now, storing 25 wine bottles. And it’s nearly
finished! Some say it might not be big enough (thanks Mike for
your blog response) … I’m sure we’ll find other hidey-holes.
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still here
May 9 2012

problem with flow-coating, just have to pick our days.
Amanda

You may be wondering where we’ve gone but we’re still here!
The devil, as they say is in the detail.

With a few hiccups getting the right freezer to fit (the first one
came with diﬀerent measurements from the brochures and didn’t
fit but we were able to exchange it, all the way from Italy). We
finally cut out the freezer spot today. And it fits!!

The wine rack is finally cut out in black perspex and ready to fit
just as soon as the dust stops. Our ‘glove box’ style cubby holes
under the bed have had their face plate made and the early
stages of wiring are being slotted in. In order to build our
stainless rails in ideal shape we are constructing a mould of the
bows of the boat on which they can be assembled and we are
fast running out of good weather for this type of outdoor job, so
the last couple of days of sunshine have allowed us to at least
knock oﬀ the bow mould, which conveniently fits both hulls.

We’ve also finished the double cabin’s fairing with the bed step
and bottom of the upright cupboard all faired and polished. We
will be adding a teak lid to the bed step and we’ve left a big
enough opening under the bed for a washing machine down the
track. In the meantime this will be valuable storage for bigger
items like chairs etc. We might look at aluminium roller shutters
for this spot. Will get down to pricing and whether the motor will
take up valuable space we need for the washing machine. A
decision we are leaving for the moment.

Meanwhile the fairing goes on and on and on……..

ohhh … the things we do for love

winter is here but work goes on
June 3 2012

Amanda

I think I mentioned in a previous post that “finished” was a big
word. Well, the wine rack is finished! 25 bottles of storage.
Until all the spraying & polishing is finished, we fit, then put away
so the brown paper hasn’t been peeled of the rack sections. It’s
actually been made out of black perspex with back and front
sections so the bottles will stay put (which won’t be for long on
our boat!
Fairing is still happening in the starboard hull but should be
completed soon, then we have some fairing still to do in the
main saloon. The cockpit polishing will then follow (all joins have
been sprayed just need the polish). The cockpit ice-box is
another job coming up the list. While it is cold now with the
‘shortest day’ approaching, the boat is quite snug but we need
the heaters to help the fibreglass go “oﬀ”. We’ll have the same

June 12 2012

Amanda

It’s so bloody cold here in Melbourne. My football team is losing
so I now have weekends “free” ??!! Why not speed things along
on the boat building front. Neville and I have just finished 4 days
straight and feel like we may have turned the corner. Acetone
bottle and rag in one hand and small scalpel in the other, I got
stuck in to the real cleaning. After months of dust, mess and
grinding, we now have shiny white fibreglass. Ready for the
fittings and trims. Well, in some parts of the boat anyway.
More flow-coating inside cupboards and the finishing coat in our
bathroom ‘cubby holes’. All done in the port hull so now the
starboard hull. Neville can’t wait to fit the shiny bits.
And … the things we do for love!
These last few days I have used a grinder, a sander and my
beloved (second) vacuum cleaner. Sore knees and bad hair …
memories we will treasure??!!
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the heat is on!
July 11 2012

Amanda

While the weather has been COLD we have kept at it … with the latest ETL (estimated time of launch) being January, the “heat is on!”
Jumping out of bed early morning hasn’t been that easy but once inside the boat with the heater on it has been rather cosy. We’ve been
having 2 degree nights and frosts here and we live near the beach, we don’t get frosts!
We are so so NEARLY finished with fibreglass inside now. Magic Mick has three days with us this week, so by Friday we are hoping all those
niggly spot repairs are done and that the polishing to finish off the fibreglass inside is complete. We’ve been thinking this for weeks but we
should be on track now. This means; the fixed cockpit and electric sliding windows can be fitted, which means the galley can be fitted, the
toilets can be fitted, the bench tops put in place, the basins fitted, the taps fitted, the plumbing is now well on the way … and the list goes on.
I have spent the last few weekends on hands and knees with scalpel, acetone and rag in hand, crawling, kneeling, standing, bending, sitting,
twisting … scraping, peeling, vacuuming, rubbing and wiping all fibreglass surfaces. I know every square inch of this boat now. Not to
mention taping and paper masking around those bitsy annoying marks that need a re-spray. All worth it though as we are finally seeing a
white interior.
The cold Melbourne winter reminds us of why we are fitting a Webasto water and cabin heater which is fired by diesel. The main purpose is to
heat the water without starting the engine but the three cabin heaters are going to be a great bonus. The hosing has been a pain to fit due to
differences in fitting and hose sizes and the ortac hose we use does not want to stretch but it is all finally coming under control (after some
grumpy words and a few scolds to the hand).

let’s spend the night together … 50 years of the Stones
July 12 2012

Amanda

What’s this got to do with boat building???
Heard today that we are celebrating 50 years of the Rolling Stones. So I thought I’d mark the occasion by mentioning a great album I bought
a few months back called Bossa N’ Stones. A collection of great renditions of Stones classics in bossa nova style! Smooth and mellow
beats making for great background music while relaxing at sea and spending many nights together on our bossa nova in months to come.
Ruby Tuesday, Angie, Satisfaction, Jumpin’ Jack Flash … they are all there.
We are very close to all white inside, polished and sparkling!
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a milestone reached today
July 14 2012

Neville

We reached a milestone today with all interior fibreglass work completed … Whew!! A big few days from our fairing man Mick with Amanda
taping and masking ahead of him to keep him on track. This afternoon she finally put the green tape away, removed the last of the brown
paper to the bin and followed Mick’s polishing with the Spray & Wipe. Our boat is sparkling inside … now for the fun bits!
Hatches, taps, toilets, showers and wiring have all started and I’m hoping to start installing the sliding windows over the weekend. Even
squeezed in a visit to our lighting man today. Hopefully we will see our galley carcasses in the next week or so. Lots to look forward to.

cockpit electric windows in
July 16 2012

Amanda

Fitted the two electric windows yesterday. Designed these with the companion-way door frame. All aluminium with white powder-coated
surface. Had them for ages so very exciting to finally start fitting them. And they are electric!

the devil is in the detail
August 15 2012

Amanda

The devil IS in the detail. Our fairer is working on the cockpit now, with the transom main sheet track ledge completed and the side alcoves on
the way. Cockpit under-roof next week. It’s the inside that it’s all happening. The two electric windows are installed with two actuators on
each now. Much stronger we think. The fixed windows are in. Our galley has started with the first ‘carcass’ installed, the second coming
Friday. More to do on the doors though … the detail. Hoping to pick up some teak later in the week for some trim. Sometimes I’m sure it
seems that very little is happening but we feel that the extra flow-coating and glassing is starting to add up. As the bench tops are measured
and the vanity cupboards trimmed and toilets fitted the progress starts to become a little more obvious.
Door frames are back on the radar and it’s almost time to get seriously stuck into the wiring. There are over 40 lights to wire up and in the
words of the song :’ We’ve only just begun…..’
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Our electric windows were a Neville invention. Lots of research with parts were ordered from overseas.
It was good to get rid of all that green tape and brown paper.

Coffee stops were major. Even our horse was interested in the boat’s progress.
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a flush beats a full house
August 19 2012

Neville

Perhaps it may be difficult to imagine anyone getting so excited about our first flushing toilet on bossa nova but it is also hard to imagine how
much work went into getting it fitted and making it work, suffice to say the first working action of this Raritan unit was special and we are
‘flushed” with pride!
Meanwhile fitting of cupboard units continues as well as a bit more wiring. Amanda has worked tirelessly on cupboard units for both
bathrooms and they are almost ready to fit. The two Yanmar dashboard units have been installed to stay as well as a few other shiny bits here
and there.
Final installation of the internal door frames is shaping up as the next job on the never ending list but first there’s the small matter of another
dunny! Don’t we just hate the fact everything seems to come in pairs with cats?!

two loos in
August 25 2012

Amanda

I suppose the second toilet was never going to be quite so exciting and was a challenge to bolt down as we couldn’t reach the locking
gadgets but in the end we fabricated some alternative fibreglass brackets which are out of sight and working well?
The hardest part about fitting the main fridge was probably getting it up into the boat but in the end with the help of Mick (the fabulous fairer) it
made the journey safely. We are more relaxed about fitting the adjoining cabinets with it in place. The curved cabinet unit has also been
installed in the forward bathroom along with numerous bits of wiring to boring to photograph. All wiring joins and terminals are being soldered
and then covered with glue lined heat shrink which should minimise future maintenance issues. We also fitted a rather tricky floor drain to the
forward head which connects to the shower sump. Of course it wouldn’t have been at all tricky if we had fitted it earlier in the assembly
process!
Tomorrow we are working on door frames and trims so hopefully all will go really well and we will get heaps done (I wish).
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Our Raritan toilets fitted with a Smart Controller with each.
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the latest multihull world…
September 2 2012

Amanda

There is a standard routine in our house when Multihull World
arrives. Amanda leaves it on the kitchen bench and once I get
my nose in it she gets no sense out of me for an hour or two. ( I
always have to read the best bits twice!)
This month was different. I tried to leave it on the bench in front
of me while engaging in social intercourse. Little did I know that
Amanda had submitted an article on our build from her
perspective. She finally said, “you might as well open it and you
just might be interested in the article on page 64 (page number
from memory)”. What I found there simply blew me away. Her
support through this whole journey not to mention her endless
google searches for those hard to find items has been truly
fantastic but this was something else!

If you can’t beat him, join him!
When a good friend of ours remembers meeting Neville 15 or so years
back, she remembers Neville telling her that he was going to build a
catamaran one day. Then another friend added, “You’ve got to let him
build it!” Neville has realised many dreams … building his own house,
fitting out his new Magnum 8.5 trailer-sailer and buying his first
catamaran On The Prowl (Seawind 1000) … not to mention meeting
and marrying the girl of his dreams (who fortunately liked boating).
Well, his next big dream has now come true. He is building his
catamaran. There’s going to be a lot of blood, sweat and tears (the tears
may be mine) over this one, but the joy we will see when his Bossa
Nova is launched, will be worth bottling.
I have had quite a bit of time to get used this grand plan so prior to ‘agreeing’ I
thought a lot about how this could work, how it would impact on our family
life, our work and our sanity, (mine in particular). I pointed out to Neville
several times during the ‘idea’ stage that this was his dream, not mine and not
our children’s, yet it was going to impact on us big time.
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After endless discussions, many years of interstate boat show trips and
countless editions of Multihull World stacking up on the lounge room
floor, with our children now older, I finally agreed. I then went in to
overdrive planning ... how do I could keep Neville interested in work,
still earning the money to pay for the thing!
This is my story on how I have coped living with my boat-builder.
Two things had to happen and they did. When I finally agreed, I had
accepted the project totally.
This was going to be a 2-3 year
commitment so I knew I had to occupy myself during this time. I was
going to be home on weekends with no boat to visit (the Seawind 1000
was sold to fund the build) so I planned on rediscovering our 10 acre
home and garden, visiting friends and family for extended stays (if my
sanity needed it) and rediscovering my art by taking up painting,
something I had long left behind. It was simply a ‘new’ phase of my
life and sometimes things just fall in to place and they did.
The second thing that happened was that I jumped on board and became
involved. If you can’t beat him, join him! I let the blokes do all the
‘hands-on’ early building but when Neville moved to doing things
himself, I got more involved. Tidying and vacuuming quickly became a
Sunday ritual. Boat workers are notoriously messy so this was an easy
job for me being the tidy person I am. We were also designing many
parts of the boat ourselves, from the saloon and galley through to wine
racks and cupboard shelves, so there has been much planning and
discussion, usually over a wine or two in the evenings (can’t waste
daylight hours).
Researching, ordering, emailing, phone calls,
accounting, scrap books and the internet became my domain.
I also set up a blog. I wanted to record the journey but I was concerned
that the initial enthusiasm of taking photos and writing things down
would wear off, but with a blog I had to keep up-to-date because people
would be following it. When we’ve been a bit ‘behind’ on the blog
we’ve had emails from our followers reminding us to update! This was
a great way I could be involved and something I knew I would enjoy. It
is also a valuable record of the progress and I know we will treasure the
stories and photographs in years to come.
The planning we have done together has been very rewarding, including
the ‘big’ decision ... which cat? We had built our own house many
years ago and Neville had been involved in the manufacturing of the
Magnum 8.5 trailer-sailer here in Victoria for several years, so with this

background we felt we not only had the desire and space (living on 10
acres) to take this on, we also had the contacts and Neville the skill-set
to build a catamaran. We bought a Seawind 1000 as a ‘stepping stone’
and it confirmed our love for catamaran sailing. The Seawind was a
very comfortable boat and had plenty of great features and it gave us
time to decide on which cat design was for us with the features that we
wanted.
We looked at many catamaran building options, but the Fusion 40
quickly became Neville’s dream. The Fusion 40 ticked all the boxes.
We had plenty of room and running our own business meant time was
flexible but the task of building from scratch was crossed off the list of
options very early, as we didn’t want to be building forever. Several
catamarans didn’t offer a “kit” option only fully-fitted, they also were
crossed off. So with the Fusion 40 “kit” option, along with the support
offered by Fusion Mackay and a nearby owner of a Fusion 40 kit which
had just been completed, we ordered our Fusion 40. During our
research we remembered being in Airlie Beach with our fellow
Magnum 8.5 sailors and looking in a yacht broker’s window. On the
window was a plan of a catamaran that was being developed. We later
learnt it was the Fusion 40. We bought our Seawind 1000 from a fellow
who moved to a Fusion 40 also ... it was meant to be!

upholstery stitching in which we were interested. We didn’t have to restrict our
looking at catamarans either, all boats were targeted, even the stink-boats.
The internet has been fantastic. While Neville has researched the more
technical and big-ticket items, I have helped with other items. During a
planning conversation we could quickly check stove measurements and tap
heights. We could also visit the Fusion website and look at the gallery photos
of other Fusion 40s. I have kept a scrap book of everything we have had to
make a decision on – galley, bedrooms, bathrooms, decor - from toilets
through to taps and drawers through to floors. It’s all about getting as much
information and knowledge as you can, then making a decision ... and then it
has to fit!

Getting ready to build your own boat is nearly as big as building it. We
had lists of all sorts of things we needed – a shed, a gantry, work
benches, white rags, scales, steps, work horses, plastic tubs, gloves,
paint brushes, stirring sticks, workbenches, scissors, lights, fans ....
This is where I came in. I became an Ebay addict! Searching for all
sorts of things and generally finding them. With Neville often on the
road with our business, I was in an office so I had the time and
opportunity. All set up and ready for the arrival of our Fusion 40 kit, we
started building in January 2011.

Here’s a few pieces of advice. Everything takes three times as long as you
think and it usually costs more than you think too. Budget accordingly! Get
used to living and dreaming everything boat. Fortunately our children have left
home so we can talk endlessly without interruption and complaints. The
fibreglass dust does go on and on so be prepared for smelly clothes (and
body ... you may need a second bed set up when you kick him out). Designate
boat clothes and wash them in a different washing machine (along with the
rags). Not only do they smell and consequently inflict this on your other
clothes, but you’ll also wear out your washing machine. We set up an old
machine just for boat clothes. We also kept a scourer in the shower to rub out
those prickly fibreglass bits. The odd visit to you masseur, chiropractor or
pysio might be in order (depending on your age) as there are times you have to
be a contortionist working in those confined spaces. Backs and knees do
suffer. I surprised Neville with a portable blow-up spa at Christmas which not
only worked wonders with those aching joints but was also my solo leisure
time. Quantities of certain things will amaze you. You will use mega numbers
of rags, gloves, and tape for instance. Wish I’d kept a tally. Be prepared for
stocking up the pantry too. I’ve lost count on the number of coffees I’ve
made!

While Neville had done all the initial research on his dream project (in
order to convince me), once that decision was made, much of our
subsequent research we have done together. We have visited many
interstate boat shows over the years and once we were really building a
boat, the boat shows became invaluable because all types of products
are displayed in the one location. This is ideal. During our last few
shows, we took lists of all the things we wanted to look at. There were
the obvious things like toilets, ovens and motors but it was the odd
things like shelf heights, number of lights, cupboard door hinges and

It is now 18 months on and Neville and I are still talking! I’ve become more
involved in the boat-building and I am really enjoying it. There have been so
many decisions over this journey and I’m sure more to be made, but we love it.
Everything does takes three times longer than you think and the fibreglass
dust ... does go away! The designing, the research, the planning and the
building are all very rewarding and while we have our grumpy days because
things just don’t seem to move on, they eventually do. Even with winter
setting in and Melbourne temperatures as they are, with a heater on and
working inside, boat building goes on. All quite cosy really. … Cont’
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Cont’ …

the detail

Our children grew up on Magnums and our Seawind and with trips up
the coast to Sydney and the Whitsundays, and with the Gippsland Lakes
being our ‘home’ cruising ground, we have many happy sailing
memories. We have met so many fantastic people during our Magnum
and Seawind days and can only look forward to the next step, long term
cruising with friends and family on our new cat, our Fusion 40 Bossa
Nova. We are hoping Bossa Nova will be on the water early next year!

September 30 2012

Amanda Chapman

time for an update
September 25 2012

Amanda

It’s full on now. Every spare hour of every spare day. If we want
to make January our launch month, it’s full steam ahead.

So much to wire up, so little time … I have just spent the
weekend roughing in most (not all) of the wiring for the fifteen
pumps, six tank senders, fifty odd light fittings and numerous
other items such as the anchor winch which arrived this week.
Heavy cable needed to the winch, light cable to the helm switch,
deck switch, chain counter, circuit breaker and so on. Lucky I
enjoy the wiring cos’ there sure is a hell of a lot of it!
The shaving cabinet was also trial fitted and heaps of plastic trim
glued in. We also marked out the nav’ station with all it’s
switchboards and gauges. For fun I drilled the hole for the first of
six dials which will indicate tank levels. There are just not enough
hours in the day and just sitting here I can think of quite a
number of things I still haven’t hooked up.

full on
October 28 2012

Our outside fairing is very close, our upholstery all confirmed
and ordered, bench tops measured with templates completed
ready for our cabinet man, galley carcasses in with doors being
sprayed as I speak, ceiling panel strapping, wiring on the go …
and some light switches even in! And Neville’s treasured electric
windows all powered up with switches fitted. So WHY are we
worried about January?! We know, everything takes time!
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Neville

Amanda

Fitting light switches, trims to cupboards and planning where the
down-lights are going really does make us feel like we are on the
home strait, but we know there’s still so much detail to go.

Sometimes you work on the boat for days and seem to see little
progress. Fortunately the last 10 days or so have NOT been like
that! We seem to have kicked lots of goals with a second motor
dropped in and hooked up, the ceiling lining ply well under way,
and the shiny stainless pulpits and push-pits have all been fitted,
complete with navigation lights. These last bits were fitted fairly
quickly but make such a diﬀerence to the look of the boat, and
one could be forgiven for now starting to believe we just might
be able to finish this thing! These rails also allow us to position
other items like tie-up cleats, stanchions and so on.

Our stainless man Frank is due to arrive tomorrow, along with
our fairer and teak man, and our cabinet maker, so it’s all
happening.

Now the fairing is complete we don’t even have to worry so
much about these bits getting covered with gunk so onward we
go!
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christmas is coming!

some finishing touches

November 28 2012

December 16 2012

Amanda

Wiring and ceiling panels have dominated the last month.
Longer days have meant even more aching muscles but so
much more getting done with daylight saving. Our ceiling panels
are going to look great but wonky ply has caused some grief
with panels changing shape almost daily depending on the
weather conditions. They are now ready for vinyl and the great
thing about the Fastmount system is that when they are covered
with vinyl they’ll just ‘plug on’ … well, that’s the theory!!
Our wiring is probably 90% completed but every day there’s
something we haven’t thought of. Great building in your
paddock because you can check things so easily … like testing
the lights at night.
Our bench tops are due any day, upholstery about to start,
internal doors nearly completed ready to fit, cupboard doors still
to be done, shower screen on order, teak work started (not a
great deal in our boat) and Christmas is coming!! We are laying
teak floors in and out so this is definitely a last job so January is
the plan. And I haven’t even mentioned outside!

bench tops being fitted
December 3 2012

Amanda

So exciting … bench-tops installed today, finishing happening
Wednesday. Upholstery started today and cupboard doors &
catches being fitted this week too. Can’t wait for Friday’s pics!!
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Amanda

At last! The things you talk about for months, plan forever and
research all night, finally come together! It’s when you see the
finishing touches that you really see progress. With holidays
upon us, we have a mad scramble to get things ordered, picked
up and organised so we have work to go on with over the Xmas
break.
This week we are expecting all our cupboard doors on, some
ceiling panels fitted.
Still LOTS to do!!

where to start??
December 28 2012

Amanda

I suppose when you get to the stage of seriously writing ‘lists’
it’s a good sign. We have a very long list of jobs to do before
other jobs and it can be quite overwhelming having sooo many
things to do. So working out where to start … hmmm!!
So, after we both realised we were in the same place (that
overwhelming place), we decided on a plan. We will do one
room at a time. We have started in the port hull, at the bow.
Now we have a list for each room.

Our saloon headliners fitted with our LED downlights. Corian benchops fitted and just look great.
See our “one room at a time” lists stuck on the window!!
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one room at a time
January 9 2013

Amanda

It has been “go” here since Christmas. With a few quiet weeks of work, our plan has been to get as much done as possible. Always tricky to
juggle the Xmas social commitments with boat building, and the hot weather, but we are finally feeling like we are making progress.
We have been filling and coving shelving (Amanda’s job and her fingers are unimpressed), adding trims around cupboard openings, preparing
the floors for our teak, making bedhead panels, ‘fixing’ our stanchions (with a little help from our friends, thank you Steve), wiring for headliner
lights … all ‘one room at a time’.

flooring has begun!
January 11 2013

Amanda

Our first piece of flooring … port hull … teak and ash.

and the list goes on … and on …
January 15 2013

Amanda

The list does go on and on, but we do feel like we are making progress … even experiencing our first (I’m sure not last) leak!
We have added trims around all the cupboard door openings now, along with latch blocks and hinges and doors. Lots of sticky white fingers,
and hair and fingernails with the trims (Amanda’s job)! The scourer is still being used in the shower. When this doesn’t work we resort to the
spa to soak out the grot. Bathroom bench tops, shelving and even a template for the shower screen glass have been done. Plumbing to
bathrooms checked … which is when the leak was discovered. Just as well we knew the plumber who knew everything about where
everything was located … all fixed and even better, corrected, so it won’t happen again (we hope).
Seeing our teak flooring being laid is very exciting and looks fantastic. Looking forward to our ceiling panels over the next week or so too. We
can then complete our two bedheads and all the smaller trims with multi-panel and vinyl (Amanda’s job again). The remaining teak trims are
on the way which will really finish the decor.
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Inside teak flooring is fiddly but just so looking spectacular. We are fitting vinyl headliners to all cabins …
with the Fastmount system with a bit of help from Simsons here and there.
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ceiling panels arriving

hot but the work goes on!

January 23 2013

March 13 2013

Amanda

Much anticipation with our ceiling panels. Panels are arriving
slowly. Very happy with the shape and colour so far. If they all
fit like the ones we have fitted so far, they will look great. Really
‘finish’ the boat. We are using the Fastmount system to fix
them. Means we can remove them if we need to.
Teak flooring still moving along with the bathroom and starboard
hull now being done. The saloon is next, followed by the cockpit.

our timber
March 5 2013

Amanda

Yes, we know January has been and gone. Oh well.
Our floors inside are nearly complete. The galley and our
starboard steps are happening as I type. After a hectic few days
tracking down some silver ash we are back on track. Lesson
learned … order plenty in the first place!

More work on our teak floors yesterday in our run of nine over 30
degree days, it got to 38 degrees yesterday! Teak has now been
laid right through the saloon, so today is finishing the starboard
steps and adding the silver ash curved pieces around the margin
boards. A frypan on a camping stove to create some steam, so
we can bend the 5mm silver ash to get around those curves. We
are hoping that will be completed today, then we start the
cockpit Monday. Which means a big cleanup and some sanding
of the surface in preparation for the glue. Also hoping to
complete the icebox ‘coving’ and fit the headsail track on the
foredeck, which means we can then finish fitting the two cabin’s
ceiling panels and hatches.
That word ‘finish’ is a lovely word!!

the boss … a …
March 13 2013

The cockpit ice-box is ready for some ‘coving’ (Amanda’s forte)
and then some floor drain holes and we are ready for the cockpit
teak floor … only after some serious cleaning!

moving outside
March 12 2013

Amanda

Teak floor a slow job but looking fantastic and nearly complete.
Then the cockpit. Our icebox is on the way, lots of shaping and
sanding. Our shelves are all in, just a few edge trims to go.
More importantly, the big jobs are now outside ones (because
the inside ones are finished). Lots of tweaking to do inside,
refitting, glueing etc but all designed and substantially on track.
BUT still heaps to do, just not as much as last month!!
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Amanda

Amanda

Easter is here and work is continuing…
Our teak cockpit floor is well on the way, fridge has had it’s final
fit, floors prepared for carpet in the cabins, engine hatches being
fitted and cabins getting their final-fit-out with ceiling panels,
bed-head, hatch trims and lights. Oh so satisfying! All those
months of designing, building and preparing now coming to
fruition.
And we managed to squeeze in a few days of listening to The
Boss (on the Bossa) while working, followed by an afternoon of
‘play’ with tickets to Springsteen’s concert on Sunday night.

the things we do!
March 18 2013

Amanda

Aghhhh …. Every bone in my body aches! I love the ‘stand-up’
jobs, the low, tight ones, not so much. I’ve never seen so many
bruises on my legs and knees. Yesterday was a big day, started
at 8.30 and finished at 8.30pm. Washed the decks and scrubbed
the cockpit. It had become the sawmill for the inside teak laying
(and an ant resort). Now we are ready to start the cockpit. It was
here that the ‘low’ jobs started so it’s all hands and knees. We
swept, vacc’d, acetoned and polished. Looked so clean when
we finished. Then we had to sand the floor surface in
preparation for our teak man today. So so white!
We have the silver ash curved pieces to add to the teak floor
inside but with rain (what is that wet stuﬀ falling from the sky),
we are swapping to the outside tasks keeping the inside ones for
later. We also managed to squeeze in the headsail self-tacker
track as well.

yes … we are still here!!
April 16 2013

Amanda

It’s great that people are following our journey … we know they
are because we have been reminded we are slacking oﬀ with the
updates! Has been a few weeks. So here we are …
Everyone is asking, “when are launching?” We don’t know, but it
IS close. All the jobs we are doing now are the “fitting oﬀ” ones,
the final glue, the final coat, the final screw or bolt … designing
complete, decisions have been made and this is it, no changing.
All the fun jobs really … BUT they do go on and on and on.
Much easier and quicker to build a house – we did build a house
in 12 months – our boat has taken 2 years & 4 months so far.

We have nearly finished the teak work, the white ash curves
inside are happening as I speak, the cockpit all but finished with
the black caulking done (what a mess). Both floors need
sanding & coating, but that will come last (?). The sequence of
tasks is major! Bathrooms are being fitted oﬀ with basins glued
and plumbed (and checked for leaks), toilets done (Neville
constantly checks these with a flush … very ‘sexy’ flush??!!).
Neville’s ‘state of the art’ switchboard wiring is a treat although
he still has two wires ‘unclaimed’. Doors which have been here
forever are now being trial fitted (nothing goes on first time
round). We have some issues but we are working through them
and of course it means more jobs that weren’t on the list, now
are. Carpet pieces have been made … all fit perfectly! Front
bow lockers are slowly coming together, all stanchions & rails
on, cockpit cushions & sunshade have been measured and
electrician signing oﬀ today.
All happening, long days and late evenings (we miss daylight
saving) and the list goes on …

4 weeks
April 28 2013

Amanda

I think it has been “4 weeks” for several weeks now.
Big week last week. Our teak floors are completed (sanding and
sealing to come), door frames and doors started to be hung,
battery box complete, ceiling panels all up including trim kits,
teak shelf edges organised, cockpit hatches hinged and the list
goes on, but it is getting smaller.
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Our ceiling inserts have been a huge job. Fiddly and measurements have to be so exact. But … they look fantastic!
Curving our silver ash inserts for the inside teak floor have been a challenge. Neville was up to the task (with a bit of help from You Tube).
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one of the worst things …

cockpit teak

May 5 2013

May 13 2013

Amanda

One of the worst things about building a boat is that you listen to
the radio a lot … and we listen to AFL football … and we barrack
for the Demons … arrrrrghhhh!!!!
… and guys like pies … only a matter of time before the real
sauce bottle got confused with the acetone bottle! Fortunately it
was the sauce going on the rag and not the acetone on the pie!!
That radio … and will the real sauce please stand up!!

doors!!!!
May 8 2013

Amanda

A big few days! Sanding our cockpit teak was a big job. We
had a run of fine weather so outside jobs became a priority.
Looks fantastic!!

Melbourne weather
May 13 2013

Amanda

We have just had a run of unseasonal May warm weather which
ended yesterday. After 25 degrees, today we had hail and 13
degrees!

Neville

Doors … what a royal PAIN!!
I think today was taken up with doors and only doors … do they
fit, will they shut properly, do they hit the bench, do they hit the
bench when the handle is down, does the handle stick out too
far, shit … the light switch is behind the door, how will we attach
the striker plate, what shape is the striker plate, where do we get
a s/steel striker plate, how will the hole look, can we buy hole
inserts, will the bi-fold hit the basin (yes, if we have some clumsy
guests on board) … and the list goes on!!
BUT, they do look great! Just have to conquer the handles and
their latches now.

going slow
June 6 2013

Amanda

Work? A priority at the moment so going very slow on the boat
unfortunately … so close! Back full on in July we hope. Winter
weather not too exciting anyway.
Did manage to squeeze in the engine hatch handles & hinges in
our teak cockpit floor. Real test will be testing that they are
waterproof. After researching the rubber seal, we think we have
got it right. Locking Neville in the engine locker with a hose
outside might work!

Swapped to fitting my plotter and instruments, now I’m happy!
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squeezing in a few boat days
June 11 2013

Amanda

Winter is here, but with a few sunny dry days on the radar and a
long weekend, we have managed to squeeze in a few boat
working days. So outside jobs it is!
Neville worked on the cabin roof solar panels and then installed
the safety rail on the port side. Hoping this rail does the trick for
now. I didn’t like the idea of maybe stumbling down the side
deck steps and ending up in the drink. We are getting older and
slower! The rail slides in to the back of the cockpit seat so not
only very tidy when open and but also when shut.
I have spent the last few fine days cleaning the decks. High
pressure washer, followed by some scrubbing and the use of
numerous chemicals. And not to forget, my handy blade and
toothbrush! After 2 years+ in the paddock, some stains just
don’t move easily even though we have regularly cleaned. Oh,
what we’d do for a big a shed! Wouldn’t know where the leaks
were though!! Took me one whole day to clean both transom
steps … but they do look fantastic, just need to keep them that
way now.

armed and dangerous
June 11 2013

Neville

Of course Amanda takes most of the photos so obviously
doesn’t appear in many. Here are a couple of telling snaps from
my phone, and I should add that anyone out there thinking of a
project like ours, find a partner up for this type of work if you
can! Apart from the Stanley knife blade in one hand and
toothbrush in the other, you will see in the background a bucket
full of almost every cleaning chemical known to man. The rear
steps are obviously the main thoroughfare and every type of
nasty goo from peoples’ work boots along with various spills
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have combined to make a formidable cleaning task. Of course
we have tried to keep them covered but with an outdoor build
this is quite diﬃcult. Everything from Oxalic Acid to Acetone
along with Jiﬀ and Truck Wash have been applied and scrubbed,
and if you have any other chemical to suggest then feel free!
Amanda has very high standards of cleanliness but even after a
double check the next day she was able to declare the rear
steps clean and white. Of course you want to launch a new boat
in shiny new condition, but two and a half years in a paddock
are working against that ideal. Suﬃce to say that one partner
prepared to take the cleaning work on whilst also varnishing and
gluing bits on whilst the other is busy bolting even bigger bits on
is a huge bonus.

collecting my rig
Aug 20 2013

Neville

Why on earth would you want to go and collect your own rig
from Sydney with a very, very long trailer! My only defence is to
say that it seemed like a good idea at the time! However, a 12
metre long borrowed trailer does not mix with Melbourne or
Sydney traﬃc that well and the service stations were a real
challenge. Actually, the assembled rig will be over 17 metres but
it is still a kit until our rigger puts it together. The Seldon gear
was picked up along with a new rib dinghy and arrived home
safe and sound. A friend, John came along for the ride and we
had a ball. We even managed to squeeze in a ferry ride to Manly
for fish and chips and ice cream on the beach as you do!
The worst part was missing three days work on the boat but we
are trying to make up for that with a few little jobs. The basin and
various rails have been secured in the main bathroom and when
Melbourne’s crappy weather allows the main sheet track and
winch will be fitted.
The biggest problem we may now face is a very soggy paddock!

A man with his rig … and a woman with her toothbrush.
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few little jobs
August 21 2013

Amanda

While the momentum seems to have wavered lately due to work
commitments getting in the way, we are hoping we have picked
it up again this last week. With rig here now and all other parts,
it’s back to us. The weather is crappy with an excessive amount
of rain over the last few weeks, but it’s cosy inside so it’s inside
jobs and it’s the fiddly finishing ones.
Bathroom rails, basin and door fixtures. Grab rails. And
preparation (I really mean tidying) for our cabin table with two
pedestals to mount it on. Hoping that’s in Monday. Haven’t
seen it yet as we have given this important item to a craftsman.
It is the ‘centre-piece’ of the boat so we believe it has to be just
right.
Door fixtures … handles, latches and striker plates … have all
been tricky decisions (what would we do without the internet)
but over time and with much research, we believe we have got it
right. Lots of these ‘little’ things can become big ones as the
decisions on which fitting can have consequence for the next
fitting. Try and think ahead at all times! A few times we have got
this wrong but we have managed to find a solution, but if we’d
thought ahead, we could have avoided a lot of extra thinking and
work! Particularly with the doors.

a pig in mud!!
August 21 2013

Amanda

The tender!! We visited the Sydney Boat Show last year and one
of the items on our ‘shopping list’ was a tender. Well, our
‘research list’ I mean. After listening to all the usual players
sprout their stuﬀ on the pros and cons of hypalon versus PVC,
aluminium versus fibreglass bottom etc etc … our son seemed
to be more interested in what size motor it could take.
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We were totally confused so we thought we’d leave that decision
to the next boat show. Just as we were leaving we jumped on
board one last European catamaran which had a tender/rib on
its targa on the transom. A brand we hadn’t seen before, an AB
Rib. We photographed it on the phone and it’s trade name
details, as you do. Googled it on the plane, spoke to the Gold
Coast supplier and put it on the shopping list for the Sanctuary
Cove boat show the following year! We were sold.
While Rib Force weren’t at the Sanctuary Cove Boat Show this
year, their business is nearby so we visited their showroom after
the shown. An expensive rib but we plan on having this rib for
the life of us with our Fusion. Lightweight, hypalon, dry floor,
aluminium bottom, fantastic front locker (that will act as a step
for my old legs and a fuel locker), rated for 15 hp (our son is
happy) … a classy tender!
Neville picked it up from Sydney with the rig. Just unwrapped it
today after our son insisted he be here.
Shame it’s the wrong one!! Will be sorted, but another thing to
‘fix’!

an exciting finish to the day
August 27 2013

Amanda

It really struck home today … the end is near!
We have our table in place, ready for bolts through the bridge
deck … and we have started sanding the floors! Starting with
the main bathroom and port hull, floors are sanded AND we have
our first coat on our bathroom floor. Looks brilliant!
Just have to finish a short list inside and we’ll be sanding the
rest of the floors soon.
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its getting so close now

so close … all a bit scary!

September 14 2013

September 30 2013

Amanda

We do feel we are close now. Meeting with our transport man
today, sign writer yesterday and our shower screen was fitted
yesterday as well. A few days of ‘finishing’ inside and we’ll be
ready to seal the inside teak floors. They have been sanded so
ready to go. We have even put a mattress in! Not an easy task,
but with an electric knife in one hand and some cable-ties for the
springs, we squeezed it in and it’s now flat! We have an angle at
the foot of the bed that we had to allow for, hence the
modification to the mattress. Our two queens will be right, both
spring mattresses, but we didn’t allow for the confined opening
in to the double cabin, so we’ve resorted to a foam mattress
there.
Our cockpit cushions have been completed, our ‘designer’ cup
rack is on the way, anchor fitted, our cupboard doors are slowly
being put back on … it’s sooo close!! The sun is shining which
means our ground is firming up, so hopefully a launch in
October/November. We will see!

before and after
September 27 2013

Amanda

Wow … our floors are sealed! Lots of sanding, taping and then
our oil sealer. With the bathroom floor sealed with a
polyurethane because it’s in a ‘wet’ area, we decided on an oil
product for the main floors. Easy to put on (one coat), and easy
to maintain and recoat if we need to. Looks fantastic.
We’ve also had a clean-out of tools etc so we can now see our
bench tops.
Our transporter and crane are booked in … so I suppose the
‘countdown’ begins!
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Amanda

We can feel the ‘end’ now. A rather disconcerting feeling really.
This project has been a huge part of our lives for so long and the
thought of it finishing is rather sad … l can’t believe I’ve said
that!! No more dirty fingernails or permanently bruised knees, no
more aching fingers and sore backs … free time to read a book
(or go sailing) … not to mention a healthier bank account … I do
think there’s some positives.
We have to keep the momentum going. With our launch date
tentatively booked in with our truck and crane, we have to be
ready. Lots of little things happening. The floor sealed was
major so it’s now socks only. Aluminium trims for the galley
cupboards glued in, caulking happening tomorrow, BBQ bracket
on, lifelines on … time to redo that ‘list’ so we don’t forget
anything.

#$^&$##@*%^*!!!!!
October 14 2013

Amanda

The weather …. we have had rain, then hail, then sunshine
today. We don’t want rain … our paddock exit is near!
Rain, hail … … please please shine!!
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Our finished bossa nova!
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Our finished bossa nova …Signwriting on … yippee!! Leather saloon and teak floors all look great.
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After a false start when I fell down those bloody steps, our songwriter returned. bossa nova is officially named!
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countdown on!
October 29 2013
After rain last week we decided to postpone the launch. Our main concern was getting the Intraprotect and anti-foul on in the dry weather.
Not to be. Gives us breathing space to do all those little things … and even oil the cockpit teak? Two thoughts on this, we will see!

the truck is coming!
October 31 2013
Waiting for the truck … write a post, visit the dentist … we are ready.

what a day!
October 31 2013
After some fairly ordinary weather, the sun was shining, and our truck came.
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An empty paddock … it was a surreal feeling for days.
We moved to our gate, enjoyed a few champagnes with friends at dusk and then we were ready to go at daybreak.

Paint in Black … Most People I Know Think I’m Craaaazzzzy!
November 2 2013
Wow … a few BIG days … intra-protect (can someone please spill that tin) seemed to go on forever, then we did three coats of anti-foul .
What better way to pass the time with songs that captured the mood!!
Thank you Andree, JA & Tim who helped.

Somers to Yaringa
November 3 2013
Well the day finally came, after almost 3 years, Bossa Nova had to finally leave it’s nest in our paddock and journey down the road to the
Yaringa Marina, ready for its launch in a few days…
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We made it to the gate, then the fence had to be removed … followed by a few drinks and barbie to celebrate before our 5 am departure.

Unbelievable … Glen our truck driver was able raise the boat over the side fence poles while we held our breath!
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talk about a road trip!
November 5 2013
I suppose the video (refer to our blog) tells half the story, so I will try and fill in the blanks. This trip had been long anticipated and very much
planned for. We had selected Glen from Oversize Transport Service to do the job and what a good choice that turned out to be. From the
moment he lifted bossa nova gently from it’s jig after hours of careful packing we knew we had the right man for the job. He even left the
loaded trailer on our block for a few days so we could complete epoxy coating and antifouling without any obstructions.
Glen’s trailer is fully adjustable and he was able to keep the boat safe and level throughout the 20 km journey, which ended up taking 3 hours
and 45 minutes!
Why did it take so long?
Well, almost getting bogged 100 meters from our front gate didn’t help! Fortunately the trusty bog mats saved the day but such slow careful
work takes time. Road signs had to be removed and replaced along the way, but the worst of it was the tree trimming! Fortunately our friend
Steve with his pole mounted chainsaw was up to the job but the last few kms required massive trimming work as we inched towards the gates
of Yaringa Boat Harbour. The marina road, which is a 5 min drive actually took us 1 hour 15 mins due to the overhanging tree branches … we
certainly inched our way there (with one eye on the clock as we wanted to beat the 4 hour Vic Roads minimum). With the help of friendly staff
we soon had the boat lowered onto the launching trolleys.
What an amazing and surreal day! We are still trying to get used to the gaping hole in our paddock where the project that has so dominated
the last few years used to live. The last few days have been huge … bossa nova moving from the ‘shed’, the hectic timeline to get the antifoul on, then bossa nova moving to the front gate and then THE road trip at 6 am. … it certainly has been a crazy emotional adventure!
A very big thank you to all our ‘crew’ over the last few days who have given us great support and encouragement as well as hands-on help …
Tim, Abbey, JA, Andree, Steve, Andrew, Fiona, Mum, Tony and John.
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After almost 3 years bossa nova finally left it’s nest in our paddock.
It took such a long time to even get up our dirt road.
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the day has come
November 7 2013
We can’t believe it, the day has finally come when we launch bossa nova. Fingers crossed. After a few false starts this week beyond our
control, our crane man is booked for late this afternoon.
What a journey this has been and while keeping this blog up to date has been tricky, it has also documented many things that I’m sure we will
re-visit from time to time so a BIG THANKYOU to our son Tim who has kept it going. He has even updated the banner now with a new pic
and the correct “bossanova” font!

safe in the harbour at last
November 9 2013
Shortly after 6 pm Thursday the 7th of November, 2013, bossa nova was launched. What a journey. The weather was kind and our lastminute helpers out in full force, Mick our crane drive gently lowered bossa nova in to the water for the very first time. Neville and Tony
checked what needed checking below, the launch trolleys were pulled in and the motors gently thrust in to reverse … ha! Just to add a bit of
spice to the proceedings, Neville found that the throttles were fitted around the wrong way. So with his brain in ‘reverse’ Neville managed
extremely well to dock bossa nova smoothly.
We had an enthusiastic crowd of friends offering encouragement and support … AND THEN the champagne flowed!

mast & boom on
November 26 2013
Nothing could equal the excitement of the launch but it was still great to fit the mast, all 17.6 metres of it. As the base is about 1.8 metres
above water we are going to need some pretty high bridges in order to fit under! The first fitting allowed the rigging to be marked for length
and the whole thing came off again for swaging. The second fit only used forward halyards to hold it up so we could say goodbye to the crane
and then assemble the forestay with furler. This assembly was quite difficult to fit as it is only semi-flexible. Finally four blokes were able to
carry and fit the boom. Finally bossa nova is looking like a finished catamaran and we are eagerly awaiting the sails. The rig has now been
measured for these so we are expecting a perfect fit when they arrive in a few weeks. We have now competed a short sea trial and everything
seems to be working properly. We have even altered the gear shift cables so they now point the right way!
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Like father like son. The nerves!!
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Even with his gear levers working in ‘reverse’ Neville managed to dock safely … and then … the champagne flowed!

Our mast on … now we wait for the sails.
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After launching bossa nova we enjoyed our first sail in Westernport Bay, then moved to our temporary mooring in Warneet where mum lived.

Those long long days of grinding, sanding and building our catamaran have well and truly been forgotten. We spent most of January around Port
Phillip Bay, between Docklands in Melbourne and Martha Cove on the Mornington Peninsula. After a three day and two overnight trip from
Queenscliff to Paynesville, we are now relaxing on the Gippsland Lakes. Our home of sorts!
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‘dreams become’

‘oh the anticipation!’

4 April 2016

10th April

Amanda

What an ambitious project and what an adventure we had.
I knew Neville could build this boat. He had the skills, the
determination and so much enthusiasm. Perhaps this was my
biggest concern when I finally agreed to this project. Life goes
on so I knew I would have to do the rest.
But, we built this boat together. It was hard work. It was sticky,
smelly and messy work. And, I became just as involved as
Neville. I was hooked too.
We spent every spare day working on our boat. I remember sore
knees and an aching back and showering with a scourer
removing white flow-coat from my arms, hands, face and hair. I
remember limping in after 10 hour days. We would shower, eat
and then design our galley or wine rack or my infamous cup
rack, over a few glasses of wine. Then we’d do it all again the
next night, till we got it right. We’d pour over Boat Show
brochures and we’d spend endless hours browsing the internet.
I’d be like ‘a dog with a bone’ sourcing the products.
Then there was the budget. I’ve learnt over the years that
Neville’s estimated budgets and timelines are usually underdone,
sometimes by half. He estimated the build to be 2-3 years and
the budget to be $$$. Well, we built bossa nova in just under 3
years so there’s a tick. The budget … I added to Neville’s
budget estimation but that still wasn’t enough. I should have
stuck to “the half” rule!
Reliving these three years writing this book has reminded me
just how big a job building bossa nova was. But most of all, it
has reminded me of how so very much we enjoyed it, the
planning, the problem-solving, the designing and the building of
bossa nova … together.
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Neville

When looking forward to a project such as this, the focus will
inevitably land on the ‘good bits’ – it will be so wonderful to see
our fully formed boat take shape before our very eyes.
Sometime later, during construction, reality rears it’s ugly head.
The grinding, the dust, the endless long tiring days, it’s a bloody
hard slog. I am sure this is the point where many similar projects
have ground to a halt. Another unfinished project ends up in ‘the
book of dreams’, Trade A Boat. I believe that Amanda’s total
immersion in the project became the driving force behind the
completion of a such a potentially overwhelming task. Moreover,
her incredibly high standards ensured that nothing was ‘near
enough’, it had to be ‘just right’. Together we aimed to meet or
exceed production boat standards.
Throughout the entire journey I could not have wished for a more
resolved, supportive and hardworking partner without whom I
think bossa nova would probably still be in the paddock.
I will always treasure our launching day memory. The emotion,
the excitement, the nerves and the anticipation. The hard work
and the dollars spent were all forgotten. The support and
encouragement from family and friends was overwhelming. We
had a crowd cheering. “I’m so proud of you dad.” Definitely a
favourite memory!
Our finished boat is it’s own reward. Every minute spent aboard
is more than enough payment for the massive work involved.
We enjoy it as we built it – together.

Cruising north … here we come!
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yes, we are sailing!
Feb 13 2014

It’s been a while since our last post.
Apart from enjoying bossa nova (and cleaning
up three years of boat building in our paddock),
we have squeezed in selling our 10 acres in
Somers and selling our business.
Hence, we haven’t been on the water as much
as we would have liked. But, it’s not far away.
A new adventure will begin.

Short term pain for long term gain!

bossanova
building our Fusion 40 catamaran

